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Some Framing…



AI Has a  Hype Problem



Focus on constructed 
tasks and benchmark 
data sets that may be 
distant from real 
world distributions or 
goals

Application to impossible 
tasks, robustness issues, 
misrepresented 
capabilities, engineering 
mistakes or failures

Data leakage, 
incorrect or neglected 
testing, poor 
experimental design 
practices 

Acceptance of inherent 
unknowability of AI 
systems, willingness to 
use imprecise or 
unscientific language 

AI Has a Reliability Problem



Present Society Future Society
● Allows us to subject people to 

inaccurate and 
under-evaluated 
sociotechnical systems

● Can rapidly entrench biases or 
inequalities 

● Can push responsibility for 
harm onto users who 
inherently have less control 

Research Systems

Danger of Treating AI as Magic vs Science

● Limits the space of possible 
solutions we consider 

● Risks of irrevocably altering 
information systems or 
resource infrastructure

● Risk of entrenching power in 
the hands of those who build 
and ‘test’ these systems

● Focuses effort on certain 
approaches (scale) to the 
detriment of others

● Believe we have solved certain 
problems we haven’t

● Constrains how we think about 
explainability and 
contestability
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Research: Opportunities



Physics

Trustworthy AI



Physics as a  Sandbox



We know many of the 
dependencies in our 
data and how our 
experiments/pre- 
processing shape the 
data → evaluate 
de-biasing methods

We know some patterns a 
model should learn and can 
build interpretable bases 
for some problems → 
contribute to mechanistic 
interpretability 

We know the phase 
space of our data and 
axes along which it 
varies → can study 
generalizability of 
models

We can compare model 
learned knowledge to 
true generating 
functions → evaluate 
robustness of new 
architectures

Physics as a Sandbox



Experimental Design

● A paper found that RLHF results in 
ChatGPT having a strong 
liberal/Democratic bias 

● Prompt ChatGPT to respond to political 
statements while impersonating 
people from a side of the political 
spectrum and compare to neutral 
responses

● Collect answers to the same question 
100 times to reduce variability 

More human than human: 
measuring ChatGPT political 
bias: Motoki et al

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11127-023-01097-2
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11127-023-01097-2
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11127-023-01097-2


Experimental Design

● The paper had some scientific flaws
● Questions were asked as multiple 

choice + with prompting to try to force 
the model to opine (no construct 
validity)  

● Generated politically neutral questions 
with ChatGPT and asked the model 
how a democrat or republican would 
answer

● Results depend on question ordering, 
and asking all questions in the same 
session Does ChatGPT have a 

liberal bias?: Narayanan and 
Kapoor 

https://www.aisnakeoil.com/p/does-chatgpt-have-a-liberal-bias
https://www.aisnakeoil.com/p/does-chatgpt-have-a-liberal-bias


A Scientific Framework for AI Experiments
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Research Goal
I want to identify Higgs 
bosons at the ATLAS 
detector

Hypothesis
I think the angle between 
the decay products is an 
informative signal

Collect Data
Find a labeled data set with 
the necessary information 
(ideally one used before)

Test the Hypothesis
Train one model (that 
you’ve identified 
beforehand) using the data

Analyze Results
Is this model better 
than existing systems 
(including uncertainty!)

Reach a Conclusion
I should or should not 
use this model because 
of X, Y, and Z

07
Refine + Repeat
Momentum of decay 
products may be informative 
OR another architecture may 
work better



Research: Risks



The Empirical Gap
What kind of science is AI/ML? Is it a science?

● There is a rich area of research around provable results in ML
○ E.g. statistical limitations, scaling laws, performance 

of optimizers, etc 

● However, recent results in ML/AI tend towards 
‘observational science’

○ E.g. emergernt behaviors, sparks of AGI, theory of 
mind, etc 

An odd paradigm has emerged where we have limited  
fundamental understanding of something we have built

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.09024.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.06701
https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.07628
https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.07628
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.07682
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.12712
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.02083
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.02083


Hegemonic Research
Certain research approaches dominate publishing 
venues

● Generally focused on improving performance on 
benchmark data sets

● Often involves developing new, larger models. 
Exploiting large data and compute regime

We may neglect other promising avenues of 
research and the value of null results 



Ignoring Problems

Stymied Progression?

Without tackling the challenging 
questions of model design and 

evaluation and increasing 
interdisciplinary collaborations, 

human-in-the-loop paradigms, and 
participatory design structures, we 

risk not making progress on the 
complicated questions that really 

matter to society. 

Misaligned research/publishing 
incentives and flawed scientific 

design may lead us to believe we 
have solved problems that we 

haven’t. This risks subjecting real 
people to damaging  or dangerous 

sytems

False Belief



Current Society



Taxonomy of  AI Ethics

In which circumstances 
can we trust our systems?

Data Collection 
& Storage

How, from who, for what, 
for how long, with what 

consent?

Task Design & 
Learning Incentives
What do we ask our systems 
to do, how does this align?

Model Robustness & 
Reliability

Deployment & 
Outcomes

Who is subjected to what, 
how do we understand 

impact?

Model Bias & 
Fairness

How does performance 
vary across groups?

Downstream & 
Diffuse Impacts

What is changed or 
lost by what we 

build?



Bias +  Fairness

● Unless explicitly corrected, historical or 
distribution biases in training datasets are 
reflected in model performance 
○ E.g. gender bias in hiring for technical roles or racial bias in 

child welfare screening tools

● Particularly an issue for large language models 
trained on text corpuses collected from web 
sources
○ E.g. text completions about Muslims are disproportionately 

violent or translation tools that demonstrate bias in gender 
neutral translations

● These issues can be trick to resolve
○ Datasets curated to remove ‘toxic’ and ‘offensive’ content 

can prevent representation of marginalized groups 
○ Quantitative fairness requirements may not reflect real life 

expectations or desires 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-insight/amazon-scraps-secret-ai-recruiting-tool-that-showed-bias-against-women-idUSKCN1MK08G
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3491102.3501831
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.05783
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.05783
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.05783
https://www.unite.ai/minority-voices-filtered-out-of-google-natural-language-processing-models/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s43681-021-00067-y


Robustness +  Reliability

● Scientific mistakes in model construction, 
training, or evaluation yield unreliable or 
non-generalizable results

○ E.g. test set not drawn from distribution of interest, 
illegitimate features, data leakage, sampling bias

● Example: a sepsis prediction tool takes 
antibiotic use as an input feature, inflating 
performance claims

● Models may struggle to generalize to new 
environments or account for shifts in 
underlying data distribution 
○ Adversarial examples are poorly understood

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2207.07048.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2207.07048.pdf
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34152373/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.06280


Deployment +  Outcomes

● Surveillance AI is often disproportionately 
deployed in low-income and minority 
neighborhoods
○ These groups typically have the least influence over AI 

development and fewest opportunities to dissent

● AI systems can be leveraged to support 
oppression and disenfranchisement 
○ E.g. tracking protestors, profiling religious minorities, 

deterring asylum seeking

● Model predictions may not be the same as 
real world outcomes
○ If a societal system is already unfair, a ‘fair’ model may 

still perpetuate harm

https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/usa-riteaid-software/
https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/usa-riteaid-software/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/28/nyregion/rent-stabilized-buildings-facial-recognition.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/28/nyregion/rent-stabilized-buildings-facial-recognition.html
https://www.nbcmiami.com/investigations/miami-police-used-facial-recognition-technology-in-protesters-arrest/2278848/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/14/technology/china-surveillance-artificial-intelligence-racial-profiling.html
https://www.gmfus.org/news/automating-decision-making-migration-policy-navigation-guide


Future Society 



The Consequences of What We Build

● “Technology is neither good nor bad, nor is it 
neutral”

● Technosolutionism defines problems based on 
the ‘solutions’ offered
○ E.g. self-driving cars as a solution to the ‘driver problem’

● The technology we do or don’t build and the 
questions we do or don’t ask shape society
○ E.g. the environmental impact of scale approaches to AI 

research

● It is impossible to separate technology from the 
financial and political systems that fund and 
support it

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-022-01463-3
https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.02001
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s43681-021-00052-5


Climate

Shaping the Future

Concentrating power in the hands of 
a few corporations with vast 
compute resources, widening wealth 
and opportunity inequality gap

Ease of harmful or misleading 
content, training set contamination, 
acceleration of mis and 
disinformation

Impact of training and inference 
energy on climate, impact of resource 
mining for commute resources, 
relying on AI to solve climate change

Devaluing of human elements: 
creativity, exploration, labor. 
TESCREAL philosophies.

Power Concentration Information Ecosystem

Human Value



What Can We Do?



Some Ideas

Cultivate meaningful 
interdisciplinary spaces 
and collaborations 
where contributions are 
equitably valued

Treat your model 
building and evaluation 
as a science. Draw on 
scientific methodology 
and principles

Work with your 
communities to help 
them develop the 
knowledge necessary 
meaningfully consent to 
sociotechnical systems 
and understand possible 
recourse.

Use your voice, 
institutional power, and 
collective action to work 
against unjust or unsafe 
uses of AI

Interdisciplinary 
Spaces

Scientific 
Approaches

Self 
Interrogation 
Consider your personal 
code of ethics and how 
it relates to your work 
and the broader 
scientific and AI 
ecosystem. Consider 
technology transfer

Share your scientific 
expertise with policy 
makers and champion 
meaningful regulations

Technical 
Literacy Advocacy Policy



Can We Automate Science?



Can We Automate Science?
SHOULD



We get to decide what we want 
the future of technology to look 
like, and the role it plays in our 

lives and communities. 
We must do so responsibly.



● “Physicists Must Engage with AI Ethics, Now”, APS.org
● “Fighting Algorithmic Bias in Artificial Intelligence”, Physics World
● “Artificial Intelligence: The Only Way Forward is Ethics”, CERN News
● “To Make AI Fairer, Physicists Peer Inside Its Black Box”, Wired
● “The bots are not as fair minded as the seem”, Physics World Podcast
● “Developing Algorithms That Might One Day Be Used Against You”, Gizmodo
● “AI in the Sky: Implications and Challenges for Artificial Intelligence in 

Astrophysics and Society”, Brian Nord for NOAO/Steward Observatory Joint 
Colloquium Series

● Ethical implications for computational research and the roles of scientists, 
Snowmass LOI

● LSSTC Data Science Fellowship Session on AI Ethics
● Panel on Data Science Education, Physics, and Ethics, APS GDS
● AI Ethics Education for Scientists, Thais

Resources (Physics Related)

https://physics.aps.org/articles/v13/107
https://physicsworld.com/a/fighting-algorithmic-bias-in-artificial-intelligence/
https://home.cern/news/news/computing/artificial-intelligence-only-way-ethics
https://www.wired.com/story/to-make-fairer-ai-physicists-peer-inside-its-black-box/
https://physicsworld.com/a/the-bots-are-not-as-fair-minded-as-they-seem/'
https://gizmodo.com/developing-algorithms-that-might-one-day-be-used-agains-1846114150
https://datascience.arizona.edu/events/321-ai-sky-implications-and-challenges-artificial-intelligence-astrophysics-and-society
https://datascience.arizona.edu/events/321-ai-sky-implications-and-challenges-artificial-intelligence-astrophysics-and-society
https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/CommF/SNOWMASS21-CommF6_CommF3-CompF3_CompF6_brian_nord-054.pdf
https://github.com/LSSTC-DSFP/LSSTC-DSFP-Sessions/tree/main/Sessions/Session17/Day5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yKpjnvL5sWY&ab_channel=GDSAPS
https://openreview.net/pdf?id=3awrGYl7YD


● AI Now
● Alan Turing Institute
● Algorithmic Justice League
● Berkman Klein Center
● Center for Democracy and Technology
● Center for Internet and Technology Policy
● Data & Society
● Data for Black Lives
● Montreal AI Ethics Institute
● Stanford Center for Human-Centered AI
● The Surveillance Technology Oversight Project
● Radical AI Network
● Resistance AI

Resources (General)

https://ainowinstitute.org/
https://www.turing.ac.uk/
https://www.ajl.org/
https://cyber.harvard.edu/
https://cdt.org/
https://citp.princeton.edu/
https://datasociety.net/
https://d4bl.org/
https://montrealethics.ai/
https://hai.stanford.edu/
https://www.stopspying.org/
https://radicalai.net/
https://sites.google.com/view/resistance-ai-neurips-20/home

